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A static test investigation has been made of an augmentor-wing flap system for 
the M.odified C-Ak jet STOL research airplane. Tests vere conducLed using a 0.7 
scale model which had a span of 9> inches, a flap chord of AO inches, and a full 
span double slot nozzle. ate sensitivity of augmentor performance to geometrical 
variables and the noise characteristics of the augerentor-ving measured at flap 
angles from 60 to 750 . Flap surface static pressures nd total pressures within 
the angentor were also measured. The aulmentor performance was found to be 
sensitive to the flar coanda surface position and flow blokage within the 
aumentor. Nozzle total pressure ratio was at; o Se ttp .rt z pirrxt !der. 
optimum 'lap pivot point for the aircraft was t tnermine. !nheaugmentation ratios 
with this pivot point location were near the naximun measured for flap angles 
from 300 to 650. The maximum augmentation ratio, basei on isentropic thrust at 
the duct entrance, vas 1.27 at 300 flap angle. The corresponding augment-tion 
ratio based on actual nozzle performance was 1.39, As the augrentor passage wan­
blocked off by a moveable segment of the flap,("lift-dunpt ), the thrust of toe 
augmentor decreased until slightly negative thrust occurred with the passage 
completely blocked. 
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The augmenter wing concept for achieving very high wing lift coefficients has 
been under study for several years by flASA and The Deflavilland Aircraft of 
Canada, tiUrted (References 1-3). A trogran has *been undertaken by the 
United States and Canadian GoVernnents to procure an Augmenter Wing Jet STOL
 
Research Aircraft by modifying a C-SA "Buffalo" aircraft (see Figure I). The 
Boeing Company is under contract to NASA to modify the airfrane including tce 
augmentor flap system and The Dellavilland Aircraft of C.anada, Limited is 
under contract to the Department of 2ndustxry, Trade, and Co-eirce of Canada 
to provide the nacelle/propulsion systen'package for the aircraft. This 
test; investication was conducted as pa-t of the aircraft modification program, 
A static test program has been comrleted on an augmentor-win, flap system fchr 
this airp] ane. A sketch of the majdr elements of the augmenter fttap system 
is shown below 
O.Z-7 LE 
LFTr DUMP 
Aujgrnntor-WIing Flap S-Yatem Mlements 
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The 	objectives of the test program were to determine the following:
 
1. 	 The thrust augmentation characteristics of the augmentor
 
flap at large scale.
 
2. 	The sensitivity of augmentor performance to small changes
 




3. 	Augmentor choke effectiveness as a means of thrust spoiling.
 
This is used on the airplane as a means of lateral control
 
and 	lift dumping. 
4. 	 An understanding of the flow mechanism within the augmentor 
by 	means of surface pressure and rake total pressure measure­
ments.
 
5. 	Nozzle flow angularity (turning vane effectiveness), discharge
 
coefficient, velocity coefficient along with momentum distri­
bution characteristics of the augmentor.
 
6. 	Augmentor noise characteristics.
 
7. 	Hinge-moment verification for design assumptions used for
 
augmentor choke control surface.
 
Based on the test facility maximum continuous airflow capacity and the trade­
off between model flap chord length and span section length, a 0.7 scale model 
of a complete duct-nozzle augmentor flap system was constructed and tested. 
The model simulated one half of one side of the airplane augmentor flap system. 
The model had a span of 95 inches and a flao chord of 30 inches. The model 
01 	 could be used to simulate either the iaing panel inboard or outboard of the 
D6'-21'3o. n6-. I850REV SYM 

PAGE 
nacelle by rerouting the air supply system and changing the duct area 
distributions by means of duct liners.
 
The following geometric variations were investigated during the test
 
augmentor throat spacing, intake door opening, lift dnp angle, diffuser
 
exit angle and Coanda flap positions relative to the slot nozzle exit at
 
In addition to testing these geometric
several flap deflection angles. 

variables for thrust performance, model acoustic levels, augmentor static
 
pressures and exit momentum data were recorded.
 
Augmentor performance in this report is presented in terms of the ratio of 
measured resultant thrust to the isentropic thrust at the augmentor nozzle 
entrance. Augmentation ratio can also be expressed as the ratio of measured 
nozzle thrust. The Figure below presentsresultant thrust to the measured 
for both definitions.the maximum levels of augmentation produced by the model 
.1- stjtn~ic~ Ra.tLZS 
"Z.0 . 1RV 
1~1-
J PA 
Test results indicated the highest static thrust augmentation was obtained 'ith 
the diffuser angle set between 40 and 50 using an augmentor throat to nozzle 
height ratio (T/h N) between 15 and 17. The static test results showed that 
the augmentor was fairly insensitive to movements in the Coanda flap 410 
direction but small changes in the Z direction could greatly affect performance. 
Thrust augmentation was determined for a large range Coanda flap positions 
( & Z). A typical performance contour plot is shown below. The sensitivity 
to variations in the Coanda flap position relative to the nozzle exit at 
= 300 is similar to other f2ap angles tested. 
it.'T:4 - I'-
T®
 itW _j IV I E_ 
r~ j:*Wt a:,lIt:rii -is4 424 
M2~ ~14.I H 
t~tf2r;S'Zr 4 ~.'A4irJI 




 1on-eg~nto R& 
r[TI 
j r a#. t 44 e 
r:e Ioo r en i.prod4ed 
mrrttIh-r--~- HL 
Th 1etas hwdta ml local obstructions in th throat of''/& jtt 
AngmI,_ntor-Flap Perf-orr'iance Contour Man at IF1lap Angle 
The tbest also showed that small local obstructions in the throat of the
 
Iaugmentor produced significant losses in augmentation, while large variations
 
in the intake door opening produced little effect on performance. The 
"lift dump" tests showed that the augmentor thrust could be smoothly spoiled
 
, from maximum augmentation to slightly negative thrust values.
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Flap static pressure data was used to determine airplane flap loads and hinge 
moments and also as an aid in understanding the augmentor flow characteristics. 
Total pressure surveys were taken at the augmentor exit to detect flo
 
separation along the flap span and to evaluate the capability for determining 
airplane augmentor static performance. 
The augmentor was tested with both nozzles operating (double nozzle) and with
 
the nozzles operating individually (singe nozzle). A single flap pivot point 
for the aiplane augmentor flap was selected which was a compromise between 
single nozzle (engine out) and double nozzle (two engine) operation. The 
Figure below compares estimated airplane augentor static performance versus 
flap deflection angle for the airplane flap pivot point selected. The maximum 
performance obtained, assuming infinite variation of the pivot point is also 
shown. It is of interest to note that performance near the optimum obtained by 
the model can be achieved for the flap deflection angles of major interest 
(300 to 650) by using a sirple fixed pivot position in the airplane design. 
-- " 
* ton.pe (1 ~onz ! 
t | A 
01S
 
P A G E
 Estimated Statric Airplane Pefoxgnfe? g~t 2A' .Z2 




hn 	additin to the co:nclusions discussed above, the folloinr? NAwre also 
otser'ed: 
c ne (),'T scale r.odel drvelcped anroxit, ately 16 hirher tiruct aur.,$:2cattix 
th:, +theAes Phco 17 test mDdel (!eeremcre A. 
o 	 v'iZ~tnui notzzLe v'c-ciitv cotffi2ieft attxin& was 0.9f', at a pressure rati, 
o 	 The ,odel upp-er notszJe turrinrS v't, e ovt-rtln'nel the f3cr 3. 5'. 
o 	 ir, e a'im-entor perorrn .ac' not sens1 Sive t-, upier :! lower nozzles
 
operating at moerately unequal pressure ratios.
 
o 	 !ae pasa-e b.etween tie intake d';or n. the upper no::zh externIal surfce 
si.uuid be cr'nvre&nt or ,,raLiel to vrov-lde vitrati.m-free cp'aL-. 
:-',C'atd rtzur:-.enta ='ere rcorea d-:irnj_ the statid tr.st o: tk: .o'lt-:oizerTtor 
fl:ip QZe j:;C r,ryn-- was -.o ,etermine t, oai no­1. 	 ob.Ijrjt of tlj-se 
c~mzr~'2Lrtflt3J nd veriT:- ;p-dlctt J. ncnse( ±-w!el&,rf tl' - av(ne~se.T 
3~&s~tthe outti..p:. r-"rfnmcc c.'nfftration was- bjroAv1-tTAvlIzr t2c 
of enerry uPtwccn , ;O UQi:' v.. LI .ovements th,, m &iti m. 0 from oitLum 
of' the fJ.:tp yCtc.f rt'l'Itivc b.n thr tcis of' the slot nozzle &,iwsedescretc 
toites tu LO generate I, ',ie '.Lx'rcur prceived nois- .. evtives were otlserva To 
occur ab-out 40' £rr the La: syhsfln center.ine and were withii 2 to 3.5 Pidl of 
estirates f. vde urior to Lhv test. At "uwer pressure ratios, the ioise lev l ef 
th<. :.f' Clan ,onfiur:.tion is consi-sLent1y hiffner than the levels for the higlher 
flan anpl s. 
[lase on t'his te proran, ai.d tle aCLove corcluzions, tnie foilo.innt iesiv 
feat'xrcs were IL:ofl.oritu in the !Qedifilod C-CA Aixi lane rleuiyn: 
A 
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L Plap diffuser angle was establisned at.4,T 
2. 	 Flap pivot point was located to obtain the h=* compromise between engine 
out 	(single nozzle) at 300 flap angle and two engine (double nozzle) at
 
300 	and 650 flap angle augmenter performnce. 
3. 	 Upper nozzle turning vane exit angle was adjusted to eliminate flow over­
turning and minimize double nozzle cross flow losses.
 
h. 	The flap internal support brackets and intake door arm were designed to
 
eliminate obstructions in the autmentor throat. 




The 	 estimated airplane Tugmentor performance bosed on static test data is 
approximately 3' higher than that produced by the fall airplane model with similar 
flap geometry tested in the Ames i0' x 80' wind tunnel. Since the airplane 
performance is lased on this :ind tunnel data the static test has indicated with 
a high degree of confidence that the augmrentor flap system will perform 
satisfactorily and will not significantly contribute te the aircraft noise
 
levels on the Modified C-SA airplane. 








A. 	 Jt, exit area, in 
2 
Average measured lower nozzle exit area, in




Static augmentation ratio, 	 + NAR 

see Appendix. 	 I.. , ML 
ARC Calculated augmentation ratio at the lower 	span flap exit rake, 
see Appendix.
 









C Chord of individual flap element, in 
CA' CA Sectional axial force coefficient, AF/.Ic 
CDIV CDLN Lower nozzle discharge coefficient, 
H , see Appendix. 
k N
 
CDN' ODUN Upper nozzle discharge coefficient,
 
, see Appendix. 
%
 
o 	 Augmentor isentropic jet thrust coefficient, J I 	 q SREF 
CN, CPM Sectional pitching moment coefficient about leading edge, M/qc
 
CNW CN Sectional normal force coefficient, N./ q c 
P -P 
Cp 	 Static pressure coefficient, s 0 P 	 q 
C.P. Center of pressure/chord
 




CHOKE Choke deflection angle, degree 
D Drag force, lb 
FLAP Flap deflection angle, degrees 
IM 
hN 
Section hinge moment, in-lb/in 
Sum of the upper and lower nozzle exit gaps, in 






Average distance between the trailing edges'of the augmentor 
flap's, in. 
Average distance from the intake door to the nearest point 
on the upper nozzle external surface, in 
9T' IT Distance measured from the most point of the flat portionof the Coanda flap and the perpendicular to the flat portion 
of the Coanida flap to the intake door, in 
iT/1 Ratio of augmentor throat height to total nozzle exit gap 
' LZ 
1j1Jet 
Distance from the nozzle exit measured parallel to the 
geometric nozzle centerline to the point on the Coanda flap 
nearest the geometric nozzle centerline, in. 
mass flow rate, lb/sec 
X 
NF 
iPitching moment per unit span, in-lb/in 
Normal force per unit span, lb/in 
N l B-Egine power setting parameter, rpm/ OK 
NOZFLO Indicator for mode of nozzle operation 
NOZFLO 
0 
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SYMBOLS (Cont'd) 
NOZ-PR Nominal nozzle pressure ratio, PT/PA 
P A FAMB Ambient pressure, psia 
PR Nozzle pressure ratio, P TiPA 
PTDA 
Equivalent average duct entrance pressure based on weighted
nozzle flow rates, psia 
PTID Inner duct entrance pressure, psia 
PTOD Outer duct entrance pressure, psia 
PTLN Lower nozzle average exit pressure, psia 
PTUN Upper nozzle average exit pressure, psia 
Q, q Dynamic pressure, psi, psf 
S Side force, lb 
SREF Wing reference area, ft
2 
T Resultant thrust, lb 
TP Test point 
VJ Jet exit velocity, ft/sec 
X Axial distance from leading edge to the flap pivot, in 
X/C Non-dimensional distance from leading edge along flap element 
chord 
Z Distance measured perpendicularly from the nozzle geometric 
centerline to the nearest point on the Ocanda flap, in 
ZP Normal distance fram leading edge to the flap pivot, in 
REV SYM ~rv o55APA GE 20 
SYlWLS (Cont"e) 
rl<w Wing angle of attack, degrees 
g BETA Resultant side thrust angle, degrees 
FI DELF Flap deflection angle, degrees 
CHOKE Choke deflection angle, degrees 
0 Angle of flap element chord relative to wing chord plane; 
degrees 
/ Air density, Slugs/cu.ft, 
o Resultant vertical thrust angle, degrees 
9e Flap diffuser angle,, degrees 





:4OWL AND TEST D1mPI7&1 : 
Test Configuration. The rimary nozzle for the augmentor (ejector) flap 
system model was built as 
a scaled version of that planned for the airplane (rig Q 
witn a lower and unper slot nozzle, separated by a thin splitter, and fed by a 
double duct (inner and outer) system as shown in Figure 6. The airplane
 
outboard duct-nozzle system called for a tapered inner duct and a tapere. 
outer duct whereas with the inboard system only tne inner duct would be 
T. 
duct integral with a tapered inner duct. 
tapered as shown in Figure he model was built with a constant area outer
 
Figures h and 7 illustrate how the
 
model was converted frdm the outboard simulation by removing the tapered liner 
from the outer duct and inserting a constant area liner. The crescent shaped
 
constant area liner was required to preserve proper outer duet Nach number
 
simulation for the inboard tests. 
 For inboard double nozzle tests both the
 
upper nozzle air and the lowuer nozzle air were supplied through the outer duct.
 
The air that did not escape from the upper nozzle was dunmed into a plenum from
 
which it was fed to the lower nozzle. For the upper nozzle only tests, the air
 
that would have normally been sspplied to the lower nozzles was passed back
 
acrozs the balance and dumped overboard. The "dump" flow approximated the
 
outboard urper nozzle flow that is normally supplied through the inboard 
outer duct. The liner was required to reduce the outer duct area in order to 
simulate the airplane outer duct Mach number distribution for the inboard tests. 
'Nozzlc exit area adjustment on the model was provided by using removable nozzle
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The nozzle:, au.d .plitter were connected by a row (upper and loer)of turning 
varies that were designed to reduce turning losses and to provide a minimum. of 
crosaflow between upper and lower streams foi both inboard and outboard 
systems. The turning vanes for both nozzles were spaced 1.4 inch apart and 
their chord lengths were 1.61 inch (model scale) and 1.26 inch (model scale) 
for the upper and lower nozzle, respectively (Figures T and 8). The model 
was built with one set of turning vanes for the lower nozzle and two sets of 
turning vanes for the upper nozzle (inboard and outboard simulation). Air 
whs supplied to tile inner duct (lowrer nozzle) through a 1-1/2D turning elbow 
and a cascade turning vane section as shown in Figure 9. Figures 10 and 11 
show how the outer duct (upper nozzle) was sunplied with air from a plenm 
during the outboard simulation tests and throuch a duct and a drilled plate 
(choke plate) during the inbcard simaulation, The drilled plate was designed 
to back pressure the upstream ducting and reduce the flow distortion at the 
total pressure rake at the entrance of the outer duct. 
The tapered inner duct used in the test model represented only one half of 
the duct system on one side of the airplane so the inboard end of tapered 
inner duet necessarily presented a blunt surface at the entrance of the outer 
duct flow. lo minimize flow disturbances iu the nodel outer duct flow, 
an axitsymmetrlc nose fairing was fitted to thle large end of the tanered inner duct 
a shown in Figures 7 end 3. 
All of the augnentor flan elements except the Coanda flap were fatricated 
in one 95" long- constant spanwise section (FigurcE 12 and 13). The Coanda 
flap was built in three span section lengths with a break at both flap 
bracket stations. The mtodel flax structure for all elements was basically 
a 





made up of ribs wrapped with .090 in. aluminum skin which resulted in very 
stiff flap sections. The intake flap was built with a fixed aft section 
and a movable forward section (±300 from its flat position), as shown below.
 
°
• o e %,'-.""
 
N4 
INTAKE DOOR A14GLE VARIATION4 
The leading edges of both flap elements of the upper flap section (intake 
and shroud) were -fittedwith bel]3mouth entries (Figure ') and were instal~led 
during all "flaps on" runs except two runs near the end of the test. The 
elliptical shaped bellnouths were used to preclude any possibility of flow 
separation during the static tests. 
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For most of the "flaps on" tests the upper and ioer flap sections of the
 
auFmentor were 
held in their relative positions by adjustable turnbuc.le links 
located at the too flap bracket stations (K/hspan in from each end) shownas 

in Figure 14. These links proviled quite a large range of flap throat (4),
 
flap exit (OILrind diffuser included anne (W ) adjustxent. During the 
inboard simulation tests, the turnbuckle links were replaced with a pylon strut 
support as shown in Figure 15. This strut which was representative of that
 
designed for the 
airplane remained on the model for the remainder of,the test.
 
'The aerodyna c loads on the augmentor flaps were carried entirely by the 
two main flap support brackets located at 1/4 span positions (Figure 16). 
 These
 
flap support brackets also were designed wvth rotation and translation 
adjustment which allowed variations in I and Z. 
Figure 16 also illustrates bow the vertically mounted 95" span model was
 
bounded by end plates that were large enough to provide flow guidance during
 
all flap position variations. 
The sketch shows that the airplane lift dump or augmentor choke system was 
represented nn the model by a full spgn hinged plate connected to the lower aft 
flap (Figures 1T and The model18). lift dump was tested on the outboard 
simulation only. It was adjustable in rotttion such that the flap exit 
opening could be varied from e = 0 (lift dumn Jfully closed) Lo K in6,,16 
(lift dump fully open.)
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LIFT {JWlP AS SIMULATED ON THE HODEL
 
In an '"ittem t to imahe a dire t pvrfo -a n e q m 9 i ,; w 'th t, e Ae,e'!
 
flap extensions (upper and lower) were installed and tested on our model
 
with the flaps set at Sf = 500; see Figurce 219.
 
During the inboard simulation tests, a complete simulation of the airplan~e
 
augmentor system was tested. In addition to the pylon struts, which replaced
 
the turnbuckle linkage, Figures ',-,and 2J show[ the simulated main support
 
brackets, two intake door arms (bent and straight), and two small "bumps"
 
on the Coanda surface which were fabricated and tested. The "bumps"on the
 
Coanda flap represented protrusions on the airplane Coanda flap that were
 
designed to cover cutouts in Coanda-surface.
 
Instrumentation. Two total pressure probes at the outer duct entrance were
 
used to sense the upper nozzle entrance pressure during the outboard simu­
lation tests (Figure7 ). The pressure rat-io measured here, was defined as
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the "charging station" for the isentropic conditions used in the performance
 
calculations. For the inboard simulation, a 12-probe rake at the other end 
of the outer duct was used for this purpose. The total pressure "charging 
station" selected for the lower nozzle was located upstream of the inner 
duct cascade turning vanes and consisted of an eight-probe total pressure 
rake. The selection of the "charging station" locations was based on con­
sideration of airplane total pressure rake installation ease, airplane­
model augmentor performance level correlation and ease of pressure measure­
ment in areas of potentially lowest flow distortion. 
During the "flaps off' tests, 12 single-total pressure probes were installed 
in the exits of both upper and lower nozzles (Figure 901 evenly spaced
 
across the span of the model. These probes were used to examine the nozzle
 
exit spanwise pressure distribution.
 
Single PT probes were also installed inside,both ducts spaced at approxi­
mately 1/3 model span positions (Figure 7).
 
Both the inner and outer ducts were instrumented with 10 static pressure 
taps evenly distributed spanwise along the ducts and positioned in the for­
ward part of the duct away from the nozzles (Figure 6) 
A total of 176 static ptessure taps were installed on the augmentor flaps. 
The static taps were distributed among three chord rows and two span rows as 
shown in Figures 23, 24, -1, and 05. The center chord row had a larger con­
centration of static taps than the upper and lower chord rows. The internal 
surfaces of the intake flap and the Coanda flap each were instrumented with 
a span row of static taps evenly spaced between the end plates at approximately 
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4 inch intervals. The full span hinged plate that represented the airplane 
"litt dump" was instrumented with 13 evenly spaced static taps at the model 
center chord on the "'flow side" surface. The static taps on the flaps and 
on the lift dump were used to provide data for the flap loads and hinge 
moment analysis.
 
Figures 2 and 28 show the two manually adjustable total pressure rakes that 
were installed during the flap exit pressure surveys. Each rake consisted 
of 20 evenly spaced total pressure probes and were fitted to a sliding track 
to allow for setting the rakes at any model span position. 
In order to examine the position of the nozzle jet sheet near the throat 
of the augmentor, a 12-probe total pressure rake was fitted to the model 
as shown in Figure .':)and tested at several model span positions, The probes 
were spaced 0.13 in. apart and during the tests involving this rake (termed 
the Coanda rake throughout this report), one probe was selected as a refer­
ence probe and positioned at the nozzle geometric centerline.
 
Facility. The 95-inch span augmentor flap model and platform type 6 com­
ponent force balance with its sunport stand were set up at the Boeing north 
end nozzle test complex (Figure -o). The facility possessed the capability
 
for independently measuring the t-o mpterel airflow supplies rith a con­
tinuous air flow capacity of 10 lb/sec per line. The test control building 
housed a test control panel and a punch paper tape data system. The test 
data, recorded on punched paper tape, was reduced by the Boeing Mechanical 
Laboratories computer program #480.01 and processed by the Boeing SDS 92 
computer. 
C 
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Due to the height of the installed model and force balance and the requirements for 
measuring model noise data, the assembly was set up just outside the nozzle 
test complex building. In order to minimize the effects of inclement weather on 
the model, a canvas awning was installed over the installation. The vertically
 
mounted test model was oriehted such that the augmentor flaps directed the mixed
 
flow away from the test complex building where acoustic microphones were set up
 
at a 50-foot radius from the model (Figure 31).
 
Acoustic measurements were recorded at 100 intervals from the flap system 
centerline. The acoustic date is discussed in a following section of this
 
report. The measured noise levels were not significantly affected by the buildings, 
equipment, ground cover, or air supply line noise. 
The primary nozzle airflow rates were measured with iersel type venturi
 
flow meters. Prior to the test, the flow meters were calibrated against
 
a standard noz-zle which is the established flow measurement standard within
 
the Boeing propulsion and wind tunnel laboratories. The calibrations
 
resulted in making slight adjustments to the standard puhlithed ASMO, venturi
 




The static calibrations of the platform-type force balance demonstrated
 
repeatability of +.25!' of the model maximum thrust values. The force
 
balance was fitted with a weather-tight covering and was kept at a constant
 
temperature above amtient with electric heating elements. 
All pressure transducers used during the test were installed in a
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Test Plan. Before the model was installed on the 6-component force balance,
 
a check calibration of the balance was conducted. A complete calibration
 
of the balance was not necessary, as this had been performed previously at
 
the Boeing wind tunnel complex. The check calibration conducted at the test
 
site consisted of loading all pertinent balance components from zero to the
 
maximum expected load in increments. The loads were applied to the balance 
using a hydraulic actuator in series with a standard calibration load cell 
which was calibrated with calibrated weights that are traceable to the National 
Bureau of Standards. The bellows-flexure air supply lines (Figure t) that 
bridge the balance were pressurized in increments and any significant inter­
actions that resulted were incorporated in the data reduction program. The
 
interactions recorded on the lift aod drag balance components at maximum 
supply line pressure were less than o.1%of the maximum thrust produced by 
the model.
 
The model nozzle (outboard configuration)5 wing section, plenum, ducting 
and support frame were installed on the platform balance as an assembled 
uait and leveled with shims to e.ct tie nozzle exit in a vertiu:t line 
(riguro, 30. 
The first configuration tested was the outboard nozzle with the flaps off
 
as shown in Figure' 33. During an attempt to operate the model under heated 
air conditions, an explosion occurred in the upper nozzle supply duct damaging 
the model severely. A thorough investigation of the incident resulted in
 
the general conclusion that reignition of a residual volume of fuel-air 
mixture in the nozzle supply' ducting occurred. The model was removed from 
the test site and sent to the shop for repair. After prompt repair and
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reassembly of the nozzle, inspection of the hardware revealed evidence of 
some warpage in the repaired nozzle. This warpage can be described as a
 
bow in the nozzle exit, as much as 0.3 inch across the span of the model.
 
Correction of the warpage was not possible, and the model was then set up
 
at the test site and prepared for testing using ambient temperature air only. 
The test was divided into two major phases: the outboard simulation and the 
inboard simulation, For both simulations the nozzle was tested with the 
augmentor flaps on and flaps off. With the flaps off, nozzle performance 
(velocity coefficient and discharge coefficient) were determine-& for all 
three modes of nozzle operation: both nozzles (double), upper nozzle only, 
and lower nozzle only flowing. In order to determine the nozzle exit span­
wise pressure distribution, twelve single total pressure probes were installed 
in an even distribution across the nozzle span in the exits. of both upper
 
and lower nozzles (Figure 2 ). During the outboard nozzle tests, some
 
attempts were made to measure nozzle exit side flow angles locally behind
 
the nozzle turning vanes by using a yaw probe.
 
When the augmentor flaps were initially set up for the outboard nozzle 
simulation, a large range of Coanda ' and Z movements mere calibrated 
against a grid pointer system designed into the adjustable main flap support 
brackets. During the optimization tests this provided a quicker method for 




The relative positions of the upper and lower flap assemblies were set with
 
a specially made tool that provided for a constant fore and aft setting used
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throughout the test and allowed for setting a wide range of throat spacings. 
The flap diffuser angle e was set with another tool preset to the desired 
angle. Due to manufacturing tolerances in the long span model flap sections, 
some variation in the flap exit width ( ) across the span existed with the 
diffuser angle set equal at the two flap bracket stations (+.2a"). tn average 4 
was determined from several measurements taken along the span.
 
Surveys of the augmentor flap exit were conducted for several configurations 
during both outboard and inboard simulation tests- (Figures ,,7 and . This 
was done by measuring flap exit total pressure using two 20-probe rakes con­
nected to a bracket that was adjustable spanwise. Being a manually adjust­
able rake, a thorough survey of the augmentor exit was very time consuming
 
so this data was only recorded at nozzle pressure ratios equal to 1.8 and
 
2.25 (estimated approach and takeoff power settings for the Modified C-8A).
 
After completion of the outboard simulation tests, the upper nozzle lip and
 
associated turning vanes were replaced with another upper nozzle lip with
 
turning vanes designed t6 turn the flow entering from the other end of the
 
outer duct. At the same time, the tapered liner in the outer duct was removed
 
and replaced with the constant section liner. This configuration, with the
 
upper nozzle flow and lower nozzle flow entering from opposite ends of the
 
model, represented the inboard simulation.
 
In order to provide "on line" calculations of model augmentation ratio, a
 
manual calculation technique was used. This required the test facility
 
operator to set the model conditions at prescribed pressure ratios, thus
 
establishing the nozzle's thrust level. The augmentor performance could then
 
be closely determined from the force balance outputs printed out on the raw
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data tapes. The hand calculated values were usually within i% of the computer 
calculated levels and provided an immediate evaluation of the relative per­
formance levels of the various test configurations. 
It was originally planned that during the inboard simulation tests (double 
and upper nozzle modes) the lower nozzle flow would be measured with a flow 
nozzle that was installed in the air plenum tank. The lower nozzle flow
 
rates measured with this method were not repeatable and were quite differ­
ent in absolute level from lower nozzle flow rates calculated during the 
outboard tests. There was insufficient time available to investigate and
 
remedy this problem, but it is believed that the erratic flow measurements 
were caused by high flow distortion near the flow nozzle entrance ia the 
plenum. It was therefore decided to set the lower nozzle flow rate for the 
inboard simulation (double and upper nozzle modes) equal to the lower nozzle 
flow rates established during the outboard tests, since the lower nozzle 
was not effectively altered during the configuration changeover. For all 
inboard tests, the upper nozzle flow rate was determined by subtracting 
the lower nozzle flow (from outboard data) or the "idump flow" from the 
total flow. 
Most of the double nozzle elZ - Z optimization tests along with the lift 
dump tests were conducted with the outboard simulation configuration. Some 
double nozzle Z optimization tests and all of the single nozzle Z optimi­
zation -tests were conducted with the inboard simulation configuration. 
Table I on the next page summarizes the major configurations that were 
tested. Detail model definition and test data is contained in Reference h and 
computer tabulated data is contained in Reference 12. 
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Nozzle Performance
 
Velocity Coefficient. The nozzle performance characteristics, with the flaps 
off, were determined for both inboard and outboard simulations for the three 
nozzle operation modes (double, upper, and lower). Nozzle velocity coefficients Q
 
discharge coefficients for both simulations and all operation modes are
 
presented on Figures 3L through 39. Peak velocity coefficient C for both
19 V
 
inboard and outboard simulations is approximately 0.92 for double nozzle
 
operation and is slightly loer for single nozzle operation. The small thrust
 
losses under single nozzle operation were attributed to base drag Effects at
 
the exit of the non-operating nozzle. Several runs were conducted with the
 
upper and lower nozzles operating at different pressure ratios. The plot on
 
Figure 40 indicates that the double nozzle performance for equal and unequal 
pressure ratios is essentially the same. A comparison of the inboard and
 
outboard nozzle performance levels shows agreement within one percent as shown
 
on Figures .h through .3. 
Nozzle velocity coefficient, the nozzle efficiency parameter, reflects thrust
 
losses compared to a fully expanded nozzle passing the same mass flow. The
 
isentropic velocity used in the thrust calculation for the fully -expanded
 
nozzle is a function of the total pressure ratio measured at the station
 
selected to assess or "charge" system thrust losses. It follows that the
 
absolute performance levels of any thrust system are directly dependent on
 
the "charging station" selected for the performance calculations. Figure 1;
 
shows four levels of CV calculated for four different stations in the model
 
i 
for the outboard simulation under double nozzle operation. It is essential that
 
when comparing absolute performance levels between different models that
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Also shown on Figure 4] is the nozzle performance level measured during the
 
Ames Phase I wind tunnel model test (Reference 2). The charging station used
 
for the Ames wind tunnel model performance calculations can be best compared.
 
with the Boeing "duct average" charging station. A performance comparison
 
between the two models shows that the Boeing nozzle is from 4%to 3% higher
 
than the Ames wind tunnel nozzle performance. Using a semi-emperical method
 
(Reference 5), which correlates peak nozzle velocity coefficient with a
 
function of the hydraulic diameter at the nozzle throat, peak nozzle velocity
 
coefficient for the Boeing 0.7 scale model slot nozzle was 0.93 as shown on
 
Figure 41. This value was compared with the level based on the nozzle exit
 
total pressure. The peak velocity coefficient calculated from the semi-emperical
 
method is within 0.5% of the Boeing measured value.
 
Discharge Coefficient. Examination of the nozzle discharge coefficient (CD)
 
data for both inboard and outboard simulations shows a consistent difference
 
between the lower and upper nozzle absolute levels as shown on Figures 34
 
through 37. These CD level differences can be attributed to the difference
 
in the lower and upper nozzle "hharging stations" and the inability to accurately
 
measure the exit area of the nozzle of this type. The CD values under single
 
nozzle operation for the outboard simulation were approximately 2% higher than
 
the levels measured during double nozzle operation. This was believed to be
 
due to deflection of the thin splitter (area change) during single nozzle
 
testing with a slot nozzle of this type, since a 2% change in exit area can
 
result from only a .003" deflection of the splitter at the nozzle throat. The
 
slopes of the CD curves consistently show a decrease in discharge coefficient
 
with increasing pressure ratio. This is opposite the characteristic of a
 
nozzle with vena contracta effects. The explanation for this phenomenon, at
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least for the unchoked conditions, is based on the discharge coefficient in
 
this case being applied to a duct-nozzle system. The ability of the slot
 
nozzles to flow fully is controlled somewhat by the turning effectiveness as
 
the flow enters the nozzles from the supply ducts. Ah the duct Mach number
 
increases, the ability of the nozzle near the supply duct to flow effectively
 
decreases. However, examination of the nozzle exit spanvise total pressure
 
distribution data does not indicate this effect with increasing pressure ratio,
 
but this data should not be considered conclusive due to the limited number of
 
nozzle span positions examined.
 
Nozzle Exit Pressure Distribution. Nozzle exit spanwise total pressure
 
distribution data for both inboard and outboard simulations and for both
 
7pper and lower nozzles are presented on Figures 42 and43 . For the most 
tart, the data shows that the nozzle exit spanwise pressure distribution is 
quite constant except for the nozzle areas near the duct entrance. 
Nozzle Supply Duct Mach Number and Pressure Losses. The nozzle supply duct 
Mach number was measured at several positions in both the inner and outer ducts 
for both simulations. Plots showing the measured duct Mach number compared to 
the airplane design values (which included aileron airflow) for both simulations 
are shown in Figures "t through h6. A Mach number plot for the inner duct 
inboard simulation is not enclosed as this configuration was the same as that 
simulated for the outboard. The measured values from the model test show close
 
agreement with the design values. Figure 1,7 shows the magnitude of the system
 
total pressure losses for both the upper nozzle (outer duct) and the lower
 
nozzle (inner duct) as a function of pressure ratio.
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Resultant vertical and side thrust angles.were
 
computed from the model lift, negative drag and side forces. The directions
 
"'vertical" and "side" refer to the orientation of the system as installed on
 
the airplane. Plots of both nozzle vertical (Figures L through'55) and si 
thrust (Figures "6 through 63) angles versus nozzle pressure tatic for both
 
inboard and outboard simulations are shown.
 
Vertical Flow Angles. If the nozzle thrust were acting along the nozzle
 
splitter centerline which was set at 80 relative to the wing chord plane
 
the vertical thrust angle would be 80, as shiwn below..
 
- ARALLSL Ton t*CP 
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Figures 48 and h9 summarize the variation of vertical thrust angle with 
pressure ratio. Under upper nozzle operation, the vertical thrust angle 0 
varied generally from lO to 13.50 for both inboard and outboard simulations. 
9 varied from 6.50 to 9.50 for the double nozzle configuration. The vertical 
thrust angles produced by the lower nozzle demonstrated poor repeatability 
comparing the data from the inboard and outboard configurations shown on
 
Figures h8 and !P For the inboard simulation, 0 varied from 20 to 30 
(Figure ) but varied from 50 to 80 for the outboard configuration (Figure 
' 48;. The data does consistently show that during single nozzle operation, the
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flow bends in the direction of the non-operating nozzleand Iath both streas 
flowing (double nozzle operation), the combined flow follows the splitter 
center line within +i0. z.'..-- j. 
LowEt tozze UPPER. NO4-ZLe 
Jet Deflection 
- Lingle Iozzle Operation 
The effects of these nozzle flow angle characteristics on auk"entor performance 
are discussed in the section on AugrentQr Performance. 
Side Flow Angles. Figures 56 and 57 summarize the resultant side thrust angle 
data and. provides an indication of the effectiveness of the nozzle turning vanes. 
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Under all modes of nozzle operation with the outboard simulation, the side
 
thrust angles were positive (overturning) or close to zero. Overturning for
 
the upper nozzle was approximately twice that of the lower nozzle and varied
 
from 40 to 1.50 depending on the pressure ratio. Both nozzles operating 
together resulted in producing flow with very little overturning (Figure 56). 
With th6 inboard simulation the lower nozzle and turning vanes, which were 
not changed, repeated approximately the same amounts of overturning as with
 
the outboard simulation (Figures 5 and 5-). The upper and double nozzle
 
operation modes resulted in negative side thrust ahgles varying from -20 
to 
-30 (Figure 57). 'trs tuh z;,t@.: . Inc ffow dr.'titn %r I t- inboard 
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It appears that with the inboard simulation, the upper nozzle is dominant in
 
influencing the double nozzle flow angles. The negative sign on the side
 
thrust angles indicates overturning again with the upper nozzle system as
 
occurred with the outboard simulation (Figure 57). The effects of flow 
overturning and the resulting cross flow on augmentor performance are discussed
 
in the section on inboard augmentor performance.
 
Coanda Rake Survey. Several runs were conducted on the inboard simulation with 
the Coanda rake installed with the flaps off. Coanda rake pressure data was 
recorded at seven model span positions for all three modes of nozzle operation. 
Plots of the location of the peak pressure in the Z direction plotted relative
 
to the geometric nozzle centerline at nozzle pressure ratios of 1.88 and 2.27
 
are enclosed on Figure 64. The data shows the deviations in the local flow
 
direction across the span of the model. The flow from the lower nozzle 
operating alone is directed away from the Coanda flap and the flow from the 
upper nozzle operating alone bends toward the Coanda which agrees in trend with 
the nozzle vertical thrust data. The location of the peak pressure ,ateiz distance 
from the nozzle exit shows considerable deviation from the measured nozzle I . 
It therefore must be concluded that these flow deviations are caused by local 
irregularities in the thin nozzle splitter. Plots of the Coanda rake total 
pressure profiles recorded at the seven span positions for the double nozzle 
configurations are enclosed on Figures 65 efta 67. 





Proper positioning of the four-element augmentor flaps with respect to the
 
primary nozzle exit will greatly augment the nozzle thrust by proper mixing
 
and diffusion of the primary and induced air systems. Thrust augmentation is
 
also sensitive to the ratio of augmentor throat width (IT) to the primary
 
nozzle exit height (hN) and the augmentor flap diffuser angle (9e). Maximum
 
thrust for an augmentor (ejector) with a fixed length will be attained when
 
the induced flow is maximum and the mixing process progresses through the 
entire diffuser length without flow separation. Data from tests of an augmentor 
vith similar flap geometry indicated that maximum augmentation for this model 
would be attained with the Coanda flap set relative to the nozzle exit at / = 
5.18" and Z = 1,85" with a flap deflection angle of 300. 
Effect of Qe and 9T/h. With the flap deflection angle 4F set at 300, the 
Coanda flap position set at nominal ( = 5.18", = 1.85") and under double/Z Z 

nozzle operation, variations in the basic augmentor variables were tested for
 
augmentation performance. As the test progressed it was evident that these 
values of 6" and Z were close to optimum for SF = 0 Quite a large range 
of flap diffuser angles G and ratios of augmentor throat height ()to nozzle 
e T 
exit height (hN ) were investigated. Figure 68 shows that a flap diffuser
 
angle of 0e of 40 produced the highest augmentation with a rather sharp drop in 
performance at 0e = 30. With the flap diffuser angle held at 40, augmentor 
performance is essentially constant for throat to nozzle height ratios tT/hN 
varying from 15 to 17 with a small thrust drop at eT/h = 13 as illustrated in 
Figure 69, 
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Effect oft Intake Door Angle (9i) Position. Plots, showing the effect of
 




shown in Figures 70 and 71. Although the effects on performance are slight
 
through the range of 9.i tested, peak augmentation was obtained at 9. = -100
 
for both flap angles tested.
 
Coanda Flap Position (C' -Z) Optimization. Coanda position optimizations for
 




to the nozzle centerline) were conducted with the outboard simulation at
 




position at nozzle pressure ratios equal to 1.8 and 2.25 are enclosed on
 
Figures 72 through 89. More complete optimizations were conducted atd9 = 309
 
and 650 as these flap deflections were the airplane takeoff and approach flap
 
settings, respectively. Summary plots of the 4' -Z optimizations for all four
 
flap deflections showing the peak performance position and % loss contours are
 
enclosed on Figures 90 and 91. The data shows that augmentor performance is
 
not sensitive to moderate movements in the 'Zdirection but performance can
 




some 4' positions at the higher flap deflections = 65' and 750, performance
Z FF 
decreases rapidly as the Z position is increased beyond a certain point (i.e. the 
Coanda surface is moved dx4n Telative to ho nolzZ2e) a3 shown on Figurea lh nd 
j4. This is due to loss of nozzle jet flav "4ttaf-nent on the Coanda aa& main 
flap elements being more sensitive at the largerf1 av tx-irntrg angles. 
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Several runs were conducted during the outboard simulation with the flap
 
=
deflection angle at 300 and 'Z 5.18 and Z = 1.85. Figure 92 shows the
 
augmentation ratio versus nozzle pressure ratio for all of these runs and
 
is an indication of the long term repeatability of the test facility. This
 
data not only reflects the repeatability of the force balance and nozzle flow
 




Comparison vith Theoretical Augementor Performance . The bar chart 
b,- w shows that the augmentor is very sensitive to inlet recovery loss.
 
With augmentor flap skin friction, a 1-1/2% inlet recovery loss and a nozzle
 
velocity coefficient of 0.92 includedthe calculated performance shows
 
excellent agreement with the measured value.
 
Reference tO describes an analytical method of predicting ejector performance.
 
This program was used to compute the performance for the 0.7 scale augmentor­
flap model tested here. Augmentation ratio was calculated showing the effects
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Effect of A', mentor Flap Extensions. In an attex.pt to obtain data for direct 
comparison with the Ames Phase IV wind tunnel test full span augmentor model 
(Reference 2), the aurnentor flap was extended 12" as shown above and tested 
with a throat to nozzle height ratio of 1.4. With the flap deflection angle 
Cset at 500 and the I'Z position set at 4.,h,'", a Z optimization was conducted. 
An increase of 0.03 in augmentation ratio vas realized at a Z = 1.40" with the 
l" flap extension, A plot of augmentation ratio versus Z for this configuration 
is uncloSed on Figure 91. The neak augmentation values compare very closely with 
the Ames model static performance levels when the nozzle performance 
differences are accounted for. With the 12" flap extensions installed on the 
0.7 scale model, a peak augmentation ratio of 1.28 was attained, whereas the 
Ames Phase IV model produced an augmentation ratio of 1.22. 
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Figure 41 shows a 3% difference in nozzle performance between the two 
models indicating that the augmentor pumping capabilities of the two are 
approximately the, same.
 
Lift Dumo Performance. The lift dump (augmentor choke) tests were conducted
 
only with the outboard simulation at = 300 and 650. Plots of augmentor
 
performance for all nozzle operation modes with the lift dump installed are
 
enclosed on Figures 9g and 95. Augmentation drops smoothly as the flap exit
 
opening le is reduced until finally a slight negative thrust is produced with
 




Single Nozzle Operation. Although 1' -Z optimizations were not conducted for 
z
 
single nozzle operation with the outboard simulation, sinele nozzle performance 
was measured at d" = 30' and 650 (at optimum C and Z from double nozzleFz
 
tests). Plots showing the single nozzle performance versus nozzle pressure
 
-ratio 
 are enclosed on Figures. 96 and 9T, Augmentation produced by the upper
 
nozzle operating was somewhat higher than the double nozzle performance as
 
was expected, but the lower nozzle augmentation was down significantly fro,
 
the double nozzle performance. Both single nozzle performance levels should
 
have been significantly higher than the double nozzle levels due to the
 
geometric increase in both the throat to nozzle height ratio Am/h N (area
 
ratio) and augmentor length to nozzle height ratio (mixing length). Examination
 
of the vertical thrust angle data (Figure 48) shows the large differences in
 
nozzle jet direction between the three nozzle operation modes. The lower
 
nozzle coifiguration in particular, directs the nozzle jet away from the
 
LCoanda flap as shown on the next pagr which results in poor lower nozzle 
augmentation without adjustments in the Z position. However, single nozzle "Z"
 
<olitirzations 'ure conduetel, 




with the inboard simulation and the performance levels attijned are discussed 
in the section on inboard augmentor performance.
 
~Z 
SINGLE ITOZZLE OPLRATIO. 
nugmentatirin vith Xnzzles Oeratinr at Unequal Pressure Fatios, A few double 
nozzle ruris were conducted at 4 = 300 and 650 with the Jower nozzle operating 
at hirher prmssure ratio than the unner nozzle as wi-l occur or. the Modified 
C-BA aircraft, Figure Ot$ 3hovs the performsaice levels compared to mean levels 
representing several runs from enal nressure ratio conditions. At 4 30 0 
the data shows a small drop in performance at the lover pressure ratios although. 
the levels are very close to being vithin the szattcr hand of data from the 
numecrous ruxis at equal pressure ratios. At & = (5' the data scatter from 
the t"ro unequal pressure ratio runs makes ny cc -rison inconclusive 
Sffect ofVealing End Plate Gaps. Due to an imnerfection in the aligment of 
the model flaps znd end plates, a small gap between the Coanida flap and the 
ffAe,C NO." +REV SYM 
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upper end plate existed, particularly at the higher flap deflections. Also, a 
3/8 inch wide cutout existed in the Coanda flap leading edge at the tyo main 
flap support bracket statinns to allow for rotation of the flap assembly, i9-W.-
Runs were conducted at each of the flap deflections if = 300 and 500 with IF 
the upper end plate gap sealed and the Coanda flap cutouts filled in and faired 
smooth. Plots comparing the performance differences between the sealed and 
unsealed configurations at both flap deflections tested are enclosed on
 
Figure 99. At 6&F - 300, the end plate gap sealing and Coanda cut out fairing
 
resulted in an apparent one point gain in augmentation, although the data is 
within the scatter band of data from all of the unsealed runs. No difference 
in performance was measured at CA 500. 
F 
Coanda Rake Total Pressure Data. During the outboard simulation tests, Coanta 
rake pressure data was recorded at 3 span positions at cF = 300 and'2 span
 
positions at S', = 650. The Z positions of the peak pressures recorded are
 
plotted at each span position are shovn on Figure 100, The data does indicate, 
for the center portion of the model, that center of the nozzle jet is not
 
directed along geometric nozzle centerline but is bent towards the Coanda flap
 
for both flap angles under double nozzle operation.
 
Flap .£itSurveys. During the outboard simulation tests, augmentor flap exit
 
total pressure data was recorded at 5 inch intervals across the model span at 
cf= 300 and 650 under double nozzle operation. Figures l~lanu 102 show the 
F= 3 0 o calculated flap exit augmentation at each span position for an 650 
respectively. Although the average calculated flap exit augmentation (1.26 
at 4F = 300 1.29 at S 65) agrees reasonably well with the augmentation 
measured with the balance (1.24 at CF = 300, 1.25 at SF = 650), the flap exit 
nmrA 'C NO.," -_ i,:5-REV SYM 
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survey data shows large variations in thrust across the model span. For each
 
span location of low thrust a corresponding area of high thrust exists at
 
adjacent span positions indicating that even though the thrust is low, locally
 
the augmentor develops good overall performance by momentum re-distribution.
 
The total pressure distribution between the flap and shroud trailing edges is
 
illustrated in Figure 103. This illustration indicates that the flow is well
 
attached to the lower flao, surface but is separated on the shroud in places.
 
Augmentor Flow Distribution. Using flap static pressure data and total
 
measured auGmentor thrust measured with both upper and lower nozzles operating
 
at a pressure ratio of 2.25, an analysis was made to determine the approximate
 
individual flow rates passing through the four augnentor flap inlets. The flow 
rate calculated for each passage was based on the measured differential 
pressure at the surface static tap and7its adjacent geometric area. The 
following flow rates were calculated for the individual'augmentor inlet 
passages:
 
BLC slot 7.86 lb/sec
 
Quaternary Slot 7.,T. lb/sec
 
TertIary Passage 308 x /sec
 
Secondary Passage 37.1 lb/sec
 
TOTAL INDUCED FLOW -8546lb/see
 
Plus Primary Flow 19.43 lb/sec
 
TOTAL AUGWXNTOR FLOW 102.85 lb/sec
 
Based on the measured resultant augmentor thrust, the total augmentor airflow
 
was calculated to be 93.8 lb/sec and compares reasonably well with the sum of
 
the individual flow rates.
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Augmentor Performance - Inboard Simulation 
Coanda, Flap Position (Z) Otimization (Double Nozzle'). With the inboard 
simulation Z Dosition optimdzation were conducted for all three nozzle 
operation modes. The , positions weore selected as the opimum as determined 
from the outboard tests for each particular flap deflection. With doable 
nozzlQ operation complete Z optirizations Nocre conducted at SF = 30 0 and 65a 
and a Dartial ontimization. was done at = P. Figures 104, 105 and 106 show 
the variation in double nozzle augmentor perfornance versus Z position. A 
complete optimization was 'not conducted at. = 6' due to Z movement constraints 
on the nolel. 
Inboard Performance levels. The augmentation levls produced by the double 
nozzle inboard simulation are consiztently lower (2 to 4 points) tnan the 
levels measured during the outboard simulation tests (compare Figure 104 with 
Tk anid Figure 105 vwith 84;). ExamLntion of tie rasultant side thrust data 
from the flaps off tests reveals that the flow is being overturned for both upper 
and lower nozzle for both inboard and outboard simul. tions, The result is that 
ith1 the inboard sinulatinn some crossflow of the t',ro nozzle streams exists in 
the mixing zones of the augmentor ojector) and is a possible explanation for
 
the inboard performance loss. This explanation is somewhat inconclusive after 
c.aring the single nozzle augmentation levels between the inboard and 
outboard simulations. The upper and lower nozzle Z optimization plots for the 
inboard simulatioi ( = 30' and 65) ar& presented on Figures 107, 108, 109 and 
110 respectively. Comparison of this data with the single nozzle performance 





(inboard and'outboard) performance shows good agreement but the upper nozzle 
(outboard simulation) augmentation is appro.dately four points higher than 
measured during the inboard tests at a comparative Z position for 4' = 300 . 
The reason for this is not clear as this performance difference did not occur 
at CF = 650 (Figures 97 and 103). During all inboard simulation tests (double 
nozzle), the upper nozwle operated at a higher pressure ratio than the lower 
nozzle due to the xA 2i.1u.'tin- arr -mr.t- A T-':s nigL, toolr.i for some of the 
augmentation loss with the inboard simulation. The effect on performance w-ith 
the upper nozzle operating at a higher pressure than the lower nozzle was not 
investigated. As a result of the upper nozzle turning vanes consistently over­
turning the flow, the exit turning vane angle for the airplane design was 
reduced from IW t0 iI/2. 
0 
Vibration Effects of Intake Door Position at Flaps Up (cd = 6 ). During 
- F 
performance runs, ith the flaps up (CF = 60) and the intake door angle (9 i ) 
set at -200, the model emitted a strong low frequency sounO with attendant 
vibration.
 
-30 ruL PS UP= G 
°






ExartintiolL of tn& passage ttwten t:,e inta< door "nid thc urpsr no;zle
 
external contour 
indicated the existance of a slightly divergent passage (see 
zketca on previous page). based on tht presumption tnat this might cause flow 
inst~bility and result in Low £requency v!uration, the intake was opened in 
increments to a maximum attainaole onening of -3Oo . The low frequency noise an] 
vibration were com.ole.tely climinated only izcen the intakes was opened fulLy to 
-30YP Inspection of the Tnmel- revealed tuat with the intake door at 300, the 
intake passage wois slchtly convergent, surporting thte conclusion that the 
vibration was caused by the aiverrent passagre. To minimize the possibility of 
this vibration occurring on the airr1ane aid r-aulting in potential structural 
flttigue, the ILtnke door angle for the airplane was opened up from -26 to -3) 
at the flaps ip position. 
t'ffects of Cinulated Airniuae E.lain, C'uwort r.racretry. White thc inboarld 
sir.ulation tests were beDnz c'ndctel, designs of tre airTlane auj entor flap 
uuior brac-etrf -Were finalized. In trder to determine the effects th, 
airplane flap, support hardv,re might hve oii the mcdLJ auGnentor performance, 
scaled sim'latiotis of the airplane flap bracket.3 wc-re fabricatel and installed 
on the mod*tl in a series of configurations. Ehe adjustable turn-buckle links, 
connectinC the unper and lower augcntor flap elenents,were removed and 
replaced with pylon type support struts (Figure 15). Perfornarce tests were 
concucted ,,ith the pylon ctruts installed at JF = 6, 300 and 650. ;o 
difference in aume!,tation wa, r-alizet at C = (% but at the higher turning 
= ,an!-es (flap deflections), SF 3 0 ' and 65' significant gains in Terformance 
were attain.,. Pluts of auirnentation versus nozzle prfl sure ratin for 
S o 300 a-nd t,5' are nrescnted on Figurcsili, 1tD and 113 respectively. 
The increase in a'Agmltatiod, at = 0 .1a 65 is tenieved mainly due to the 
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removal of the turnbuckle links from the throat of the augmentor being replaced
 
with the pylon struts located further back in the diffuser section, a sban. in 
the sketch b!o,r. Ae pylon s *t-;,:re -.Io tuz' "Oce ,wr"aerodynLn.iall , 
th n 4. ardjustble liris, -dl sre m;4ch .Lusr PLijoy t o . J-ikaratIL witLn 
'\ ADJUSTABLE 
,\P OwucKLE LNKS 
l% 
COMPARISVII OF TURNBUCKLES ANDO PYLON STRUTS 
With the pylon struts installed, the remainder of the flap bracketry simulating 
the current airplane design was added t0o the model. This included an 0.8 inch 
wide spanwise plug fitted in the exits of both nozzles at both flap bracket
 
stations Thich represented the area blockage that
 









NOZZL BLOCKAGE GEM TRY 
would result from structural supports in the airplane nozzle design as shown in 
the sketch above. Iozzle only performance was measured ,;ith the nozzle blockage
 
injtatlld. Aloss i rcluei-t$ ocAoffiu:nt Ulas htcazu!re(i,arr TO. 
,,tAUL\r AIN L 'A ­
, " CoAt4DA
 
YA&i" FL-AP SUPROQ-r a'2AckZE-rS 
TBFTq ZTAMI OR o:O= IM!c:rr.... 
'The afirplane configuration also included a bent intake door arm atd local. protru­
sions ("Coanda bumps") on the upper surface of the Coanda flap at tuie flap 
bracket stations that ware designed to cover cutouts in the flap necessary for 
actuator linka,e as shown in the above sketch and in Figure 20. 
The co mplete airplane sinrulation was then tested at = O, 38" a-nI (50. No 
difference in performance was aieasured at F = 30', a small loss ras realized 
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=at SF 6 ' (flaps up) but a significant performance drop was recorded at 
F 65o. (Refer to Figures !1i, 13>, and Due the motion of the) to 
intake a-= as the flaps are rotated, the "elbow" of the bent arm moved near the 
=throat of the aagmentor at £F 650. Based on the aSsumption that this caused 
=the significant reduction in augmentation at S. .650 the configuration wasF 
tested again except with the bent intake door arm removed. Figure 117 shows 
that the performance is back to the level measured vith only pylon struts 
installed. With the flap deflection still at 65 a straight intake door arm 
was installed on the mocel and tested, as sho5'n In the sketch bnJo , 
" 5Th5 1&T INTAKE 
00o2l AVZ& 
STPA2IT UITAKE DOOR ARN COUFICUPATION -
No loss in augmentation was measured Rith the straight amn installed as shovm 
in Figure ILI,, supporting the ltunuto:x that the augmentor throat must be 
"clean" across the entire span of the augmentor for madmum performance. As a 
result of thesedata, the straight intake door am ras incorporated in-the 
airplane design. 
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Effv t of :Uo;ckilrg Off 'uaternar:y Jlut, In crder to ,dterntive tht effect c.f 
the quaterna7-, slot on static aiignentation, the slot wtts tapcd shut ?nd 
Ierformanee measumd at SF = i0o. Figure 110 shcws that wJtn tne clot area 
bloched and without cor.en ating for tue sLrea reduction by ad,uitnents in thei 
other intakie passagles, L two point loss in au,;entasion result .d. 
Eff(ct of Clooing, Intake at Flins Up,(C,, 6 n), Et was also of interest to 
measure the nurmentor performance with tri intake door fully closed (@ = 0) 
in the event of this nc-curraance in flight %itn flaps up (SF = 60)" Figure 120 
F 
shows the drastic reduction in ststi rlutmcntation that resuilted (au,7,ent tion 
ratio = 0.75). This thrust level, wihich is even belov the- flaps off perfor"z Zce 
(cx. = .92), is re-tsonable to exrect with the severe base drag forces occurring 
in the augmentor with the intake door close]. 
Effect rol-muttn. test 
intake Leliaouths installed cn the ltadinc edc-es of the intaku flap and 
shroud to eliminate the possibility7 nf flcr separ.ation during static conditions 
(Figure 3). 'ANo runs were icriducte ;;ith tne b& llzouth entries removed with 
th. flap defketinri set at 30. Fi[ure 121 shows essentially that no chance 
ja perfor.,ancc resulted fron the VrelLiouths removed. 
of Uppr Flap Intake 
-'he entire was conducted with the 
Coanda RflAe Total Pressure Zata. Peak nreasure values from the Coan.ta rake 
surveys plotted versus model span recorded at e F = 300 and 650 for all nozzle 
operation moJes are presenterd on Figues 122, 123, and 124 The warpage in the 
slot nozzles and splitters results in a vnriation in the Z locattion of the 
peak presire near the aug.:entor throat of +.25 inch across the span of the 
model. The flow is directed aray from. the Coanda flap with the lower nozzle 
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flowing and bends toward the Cosida flap with the upper nozzle flowint-. 
For double nozzle operation a presrure ratio of 2.25 (airplane tkuoff'), the 
average (arithMetic) pea? 2 position of the nozle flow %cross the model sna 
was i.66 inch at S. 306 compared to the geometric Z of 1.35 inch and 1,55 
= 6 5 0ilich 'at SF ( geom. = 1.40 inch). This indicates that the augmentor beus 
the nozizle flow towards the Conada surface. 
Aarmentcr fl-ap Exit Surveys. 1ore thorough pressare surveys of tne augmentor 
exit were conducted during the intoard samulation thani during, tL outboard 
simulation. Flap exit pressure data wa recorded at 2 inch spna intervals for 
eF = I," an 650 at all three mcdes of nozzle opr-ration. fre..ented in 
Figcre 125 is the calcutated Mr. -,ugmentltton versus model spant ratic, plottr-u 
for the inbot-rd si:n;ulation with i he f2.ac dE.fl ctleton at 3 ('0 and loth 
nuzzles oirat!ng. The data show- consirierable thrust vxriatjon across *.t 
~pc~~Cs+ cur~y it the+fAutoar4l flar exit. Oia-[jeya ..Flr-urez 10oa. tmnd 
~ b'tte aar'ge f tC*caiculatc'l aunnainva71u*s (l.X ), iscnidrt 
n)o;recvetrta tvat !nasured witi thie fore ba lnce (3 .:'). TtAs rx­
01to thle cA cdlJ~e'i St.i ion.- L likel duae o 
rAistur acciwiilaion in tie fiap erCt nrv s:re oe ':: wl z ause 
':rroni, Js, mri zs'.:'rosumnnt. Bascdr t-M.nir datfr, it aLn.vxr= dozJtuli tbrt; 
;fe&mies hvteis 
Aumeztaticn fTtic at . - 3 and 77'• Dnmle fl('Zle 2Lu)nlt~ea versun 
rsssutrc r 're il;,r,.nsw l. ratic, s f'.otn =.'.,. ai 0 arc'r hte4 CA. 
Lx:."ue;"ar .z u -. §t.'zi z oh ,ut 'jr] rht t rv f .... . et . i i'.U .+23 S..., n-ii.<~.~ tL.;r'J 'tutw.+z.' In p~ttrr)nt ., rvtLarLOe' 
o npT r eO2, : , h ,,' ' , i- / , .7 :4 t.o "L , Sue t , tzc :r,.-nf h .r; p, thE.[ {%.4i7+,- 'nAf..or z[ x t,n r' ;;'t*i:t. 
o# 
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Co'-nda F v..jiit Poi.tr;iirl..keeutjon. T, inoztc (.!Ogtit.Ztie.inz wore 
conducT.ed in or:der to wrovio data in c-nsidr-.tion of "engine out" performanc,' 
in se.lectin, the airplnte flar, pivot ri,:int position in relation to the nozzl., 
Figure 130 rescnts aurmezitation ratio position for all tiree ,io-esv.zus ­
of nozzie cpTer,.tion at = C'" and 650. Mairun pcrfhrmaxcee is devJopeu at 
a diffrcrt 5; positioj for each nozzle cc-ration node. In order to maint, in 
hig arumentat(on during sin ;.t nozle operation (n-ire out) light loss In 
perfoflajnce for tn, loublt nozzle coili ti(n (two engines) was acceptem.
 
A "Le t connr'oiAie" in rerfoermance between 
 doable nozzle and single nozzle Z 
rosition war selecte, from this summary ;ot, The target Z positionsI were 
selected as Z = 1,75" odel scale at, = QO and 1.30" mcdel scale at 
cr-ecause scmw of the ornfirurations wcre not tested Thi tL the pylon 
strut zupporL struts installed, all level on F-icure 1-0 are correctPd for 
the nylon strut inst-llation vhero necesary. Figure 131 snows the path of 
,,. and Z as a function of flan deflection that resulted f.c.. the final airnc 
pivot point selection. Data from the complete 1,,-Z optamizaticns conduetel 
during the outboard sisiulattcn (Figures 90 and 51i) siowed the performance 
effects of bein off optimum /,, and '. A 2Z ibs oundary is shown on both 
anrd ' variations versus flap deflection. 
Estimatel Air!ane Aug nentor Performance. Fiiure 132 shows the difference 
between the airplan aulmentor performance (a fixed pivot point) an-d the optir.xMn 
au~~aentor performaee (varying pivot point). It can be seen tint the
 
airplane pivot point wmj selected 
to give optimiun performance at a flap
 
deflection of 500, this civing 
the best cumpromCse between the 30' (takeoff) 
and the 65' (approach) design pu)nts, e-nd between the single and double nozzle 
oreratir. nerfornance levels. 
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Augmentor. Flap Static Pressure Data 
from the 0.7 scale augmentorIntro'luction. Augmentor flap section pressure data 
-wingflap static test have been plotted and integrated to give section normal 
force coefficient, axial force coefficient, pitching moment coefficient about 
the leading edge of.each element, and center of pressure, for the intake, 
shroud, Coanda, flap segment and choke. Section flap hinge moments were 
obtained by applying the section loadings of each element to the full scale
 
Modified C-8A flap geometry. Static augmenter flap and choke hinge moments
 
were determined for one flap segment of the full scale Modified C-6A. An
 
equivalent dynamic pressure for the static test was derived and a comparison
 




Plotted Flap Static Pressure Data. The augmentor flap static pressure data 
have been plotted in the form of pressure coefficient (C ) versus the non­
dimensional position of the tap along the chord (X/C). A dynamic pressure of 
1.0 psi has been used for %. Figures 153 through 137 identify the pertinent 
geometry, pressare tap locations, pressure data quality and interpolation and 
extrapolation instructions for the center chord flap elements. The five 
elements are the intake, shroud, Coanda, flap and augmenter choke; Figures 138 
through 167 present sample plotted data for the outboard flap simulation, 
dual and apernozl1eoerti.on,. flapg,,30 withtan..p.,,i h a, hbke 

for a range of nozzle pressure ratios from 1.1 to 2.5. 
hteg'abed Flap -tatic Pres nr Data'; '21w prezsu:-ceffloient curves aze 
giVen in Figuns 133 thrPcagh 167 and 'the tabulated zection coeffiUints resulbtnjr 
frbm, the intefra5U.om ofrthjtt dat't is containfd n .Refrreo])3, In addition, the 
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pressure coefficients and corresponding X/C values used in the integration
 
are tabulated as well.
 
Augmentor Flao and Choke Static Hinge Moments
 
Flap Section Hinge Moments. The Modified C-BA augmenter flap section hinge
 
moments were obtained by applying the element section loadings obtained from
 
These section loadings were
integrating the center section pressure data. 

applied to the full scale augmentor flap geometry. Thehinge moment about the 
Modified C-8A flap pivot was obtained by transferring the loading from the 
leading edge of each element of the augmentor flap using the folloving
 
equation. (See Figure 16S3for definitions and sign conventions). 
1=1 	 ihT (	 • q 
h 
E' (0A. q "a.) (z i c°e h - xi sin4i) 
i=l L
 












are element section values from the static test; C., Xi,
C CN. and C 

ZPi and f 	 are full scale Modified C-SA values. Modified C-8A values of C.,, 
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i) Z . and 4. for flaps 60, 200 30', 50, 650 and 750 are given in 
Table *A.Sample section hinge moments for the integrated pressure data 
are given in Figure '.,P, 
Flap Static Hinge Moments for One Flap Segment. The hinge moments of one
 
flap segment of the Modified C-8A were based on the center section pressure
 
data from the static test. It ras assumed that the center section character­
istics were applicable to the entire flap _!pan. Considering the spanwise
 
non-uniformity of the augmentor flap flow, this assumption is not strictly
 
true, but is not greatly in error.
 
Figure 1..0 presents the static hinge moments for one flap segment as a function
 
.
of average nozzle pressure ratio for flaps 6° 20°, 30 ,O0 and
075 65 

These hinge moments are for the full scale Modified C-BA flap-geometry, double
 
nozzle operation, and rith the choke in the faired position. In general
 
the flap hinge moments increase with an increase in nozzle pressure ratio. The
 
flap hinge moments tend to increase with decreasing flaD angle although the 
flaps 650 data do not fit this trend: Note that at loy nozzle pressure ratios, 
flaps 65 has the- largest hinge moments and that the flaps 500 and 75 hinge 
moments are very small. There is no obvious explanatioi for this result. 
Figures 171 and 172 show the effect of augmentor choke 'operation on the flap 
hinge moments for flaps 300 and 650, respectively. Figure. 173gives the 
relationship between percentage choke exit closure and choke deflection angle 
for the static test model. Initially, the flap hinge moments decrease as the
 
choke is deflected from its faired position (0% closure). But as the choke is
 
deflected past the 50%closure position the flap hinge moments increase, -until 
at 100% closure they are about three times the- level of the 0% closure position. 
0U 
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It is concluded that the largest flap hinge moments at zero forward speed 
would oc&ur with the augmentor choke in the 100% closure position at the 
maximafnozzle pressure ratio. 
Choke Hinge Moments for One Flap Segment. The choke hinge moments for one flap
 
segment of the Modified C-8A were also based on the center section pressure 
data from the static test. Figures 274 and M7) present static choke hinge
 
moments about the choke leading edge as a function of average nozzle pressure
 
ratio for flaps 300 and 6$ , respectively. Figures j76 and 1,7 ihow choke 
hinge moments about the 26.2% chord line of the choke which is the pivot 
point of the full scale choke. These hinge moments are for the full scale 
ModifieO C-SA geometry and double nozzle operation.
 
Examination of the figures show that the choke hinge moments with the choke
 
faired (0% closure) are positive, but become negative for choke closures 
greater than about 18%, The choke hinge moments are seen to be a direct 
function of choke closure at a given nozzle pressure ratio. The choke hinge 
moments at flaps 300 are larger than those at flaps 650. Also, the hinge
 
moments about the 26.2% chord line are only about one-third of the values for 
the leading edge.
 
Derivation ,of Equivalent Dynamic Pressure for the Static Test. The NASA-Ames
 
wind tunnel force and moment data have been applied to the Modified C-8A by
 
assuming that, essentially, the lift coefficient, drag coefficient and
 
pitching moment coefficient produced at a given value of augmentor isentropic
 
jet thust coefficient are the same, wind tunnel model and Modified*C-SA. 
Variations in Tsentrcpic jet thrust coefficient (C ) for the NASA-Ames wind 
tunnel tests were obtained by varying the isentrcpic flap thrust while holding 
Nllo.D6 -14 5. 
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the tunnel dynamic pressure constant; hence, the primary nozzle pressure ratio 
varied wsith CjT 
References 8 and 9 discuss propulsion scaling factors, and jet efflux and 
intake flow simulation. Reference 9 states that aeroe.ynamic interference 
effects between the jet efflic and the mainstream flow past the airframe 
surfaces can be correlated non-dimensionally against a momentum-ratio or
 
effective speed ratio ~ y ~ ~ j~ f 
;oVo /)OJVj2 = V eff 
V0 and Vj are the relevant mainstream and jet velocities, whileo and _J
 
are the corresponding densities. Equally Yell, a jet momentum coefficient
 
=
(C J/qoS) can be employed as the primary correlation parameter, where J
 
represents the rate of ejection of.momentm, qo is the mainstream dynamic
 
head and S is a planform area.
 
Now, C% is related to the effective speed or velocity ratio by:
 
qSv tpj~Vj SRVj
.1 4~ _ AJAJV J*V
 
qo SREF 
= oV 0 SRSF 





Since the C of the NASA-Ames Phase IV model and the static test model are
 
JI 
assumed to be the same, the preceeding equation implies thatif the ratio
 






NASA-Ames Phase IV Model 0.00h62
 
0.7 Snnel Stn ina Test,Mnrlpl f_ nn3)O 
No.
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(Veff)STATIC TEST 0.0034 -7
 
"
 (Veff)PHASE IV 0.00462 

(Veff) STATIC TEST = (0.858) (Veff ) PHASE IV 
(Veff) STATIC 
'For the same nozzle pressure ratio: 
(v, 2 ) STATIC TEST = (PVJ2) PHASE IV 
Hence: 
______________ 
TEST (_oo O2 ) STATIC TETT TEST
 
2)
(Veff) PHASE IV V 0 PHASE IV
 
(q0) STATIC TEST 
(qo) PHASE IV 
or: 
S STATIC TEST] = (o )PHASE IV (0.735) 
EQUIVALENT 
(qo) STATIC TEST] = (8 PSF)(0.735) = 5.9 PSFL. TAI EQUIVALEN#
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* ~2 Comparison of Static Test and NASA/Ames Phase IV Section Loadings. 
Augmentor flap section pressure data from the NASA/Ames Phase IV wind tunnel 
test have been plotted and integrated. However, flap pressure data were 
available for only two flap angles,, 00= ° and 750 . It Vtas anticipated that 
flap pressure data for Flaps 500 and 75 ° , as well as lower flap angles, 
would be available from the 0.7 scale static test. It was believed that 
by using proper scaling and correlation procedures that the Flap 	500 and 750 
static test pressure data could be "calibrated" using the VASA/Ames Phase IV 
pressure data. This "calibration" would permit extrapolation of the static 
test pressure data results for the lower flap angles to forward speed 
conditions.
 
The general approach taken was to determine an equivalent dynamic pressure 
for the static test and show that the slopes of the element (shroud, coanda 
and flap) section coefficients versus isentropic thrust coefficient (CI ) 
curves were the same as thoser of the NASA/Ames Phase 7V test. The intake
 
was not included as it was known that the static intake loads were not 
directly comparable to the loads at forward speed. C had been shown to 
be a good correlation parameter for the model loads in the NASA/Ames Phase I 
and Phase III wind tunnel tests. It was believed that the approacfr taken 
is valid since the loading on the augmentor flap is primarily a function of 
the primary nozzle thrust. 
After the equivalent dynamic pressure (5.9 PSF) for the static test is 
determined, the integrated section pressure data can be converted to aerodynamic 
coefficient form. The isentropic nozzle thrust (which is a function of nozzle 
pressure ratio) can also be converted to isentropie thrust coefficient (CT) 
using the equivalent dynamic pressure and scaled wing reference area. 
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Figure 178 presents CjI versus average nozzle pressure ratio for the static
 
test model and for the NASA-Ames Phase IV model. C i is based on the
 




Figures 179 through 290 present a comparison of static test and NASA-Ames 
Phase IV element section coefficients as a function of isentrooic thrust 
0 
coefficient for flaps 500 and 75o. For flaps 50 there is good agreement 
betieen the slopes of the static test and NASA-Ames.Phase IV curves. Although
 
° 0
the agreement in slopes for flaps 750 is not as good as that for flaps 50 
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i4oise levels Ircre recordei for several configuraticns simaulating operations of 
the outboard secticn of tr. jet-aupnenuor flap system. Chate",s in the 
configuratian paarmetrrs arf. listed in Figure 1I1 qs a function of run numler,
 
ne-third octave banl srectra are presented in Fiurc-s 11)2 throurh £0) for the
 
r 0sIot nozzle , 0 n3 f!'p, l flap eau 750 flap .,onfigurations %tsF 
function of pressuro ratio and as a function of al1e. '11e maxinum perceived 
noise levels for each configuration as a function of pressure ratio are shovn 
in Figure 21. 
Observed in the onL-,isth- are neveral ' ciLtwitu-f ictr, and varlable 
enraterlsics.., ioc cenetered aboult the C3 cp., ozce-third octave trnd is 
attriuted to toizp frcr the rncr-!,uho.e zt't-.° 2e snecra exlinit a br,,a 
'tand aosrib'ati,i of ezierkc 1eitween OCO and flL cj~ (-seu rigure j)1, wa~u 19,1). 
Zpurious noIce L;a-cU;erve3l sev ral t!ns tnrougucut the test at t1w L5-315 e-ps 
,eic-third cciave bands, it wns Jeten'nincd that thit: n~inc came from tht­
microphone and was 3uisequ'ntly elininted by readjuztinr the diaphrar of the 
riicrtsht±. re contiuue: "fall-off" fre'. 00-5t;') epz day.rn tos ctra should to 

thu noise fcor of pproxim:ttei-r 77.5 ro SO d3 at 5"l-2&. er3. Ze&,retc tones
 
,ere generated (ree tigures 1)(' id 203) and arc conzidered to be a flrnctiun of 
tne pnsiton plraazetcr Z (FiGure 1,91). Thee tcncs are Consideren to be due to 
pressum diottirtanced propa-vtns through the iuatern:ary slot (tt cpening tetv;:n 
the lower curface of thc Counda and the flap). At scv,.ral large flap a e ccnfit­
m-rations there w-as orkerved an innre-xse in hich frequen07 enerry eout the J1? ,509 
Cr' oue-taird octave bwLa (oeo Figures 201' n I0J), A narr'nuz frc~utncytband r5 
,n 204.malysis of thAJs hit froqucy cnergy is si n in Figure This high frequc:nc 
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energy is resolved into two components which correspond to the characteristic 
frequencies of each half of the double slot nozzle. Insufficient information
 
is availaole to determine why some configurations reinforce the generation of 
pure tones. The use of the lift dump flap run Q76 (Figure 195) caused no 
observable chenges in the characteristics of the spectra. 
Peak overall 3oud pressare levels ad peak perceived noise levels were observed 
to occur approximately at 400 relative to the centerline of the sot nozzle.
 
At a pressure ratio of 2.5, the noise levels of the jet-aungmentor 50 flap 
configuration were approxinateiy 1 PfldB above the estimates made prior to the 
test. ?hese levels were observed to increase from 1 to 3.5 PNdB as the flap 
angle varied from the 500 position (see Figure 210). At lower pressure ratios, 
te noise lev-el of the 300 flap configuration is consiatently higher than the 




The 0.7 scale full span augnentor flap model which was tested has a ve-j close 
representation of the system designed for the olified C-BA airplane, including 
the nozzle supply ducts, nozzle contours, nozzle turning vaies, duct flow 
conditions, and augMentor"flap geometry. The following summarizes the major 
conclusions that resulted from this test: 
1. 	The maxinum static au mentatioa ratio produced by the model was 3.39 (based 
on measured nozzle thrust) and 1.P7 (based on nozzle isentropic thrust). 
2. 	The 0.7 scale model developed arproximately 4,S higher thrust au6,gentation
 
than the Ames Phase IV test model (Reference 3).
 
3. 	Maximum nozzle velocity coefficient attained was 0.92, at a pressure ratio 
of 2.5.' 
14. The model upper nozzle turninr v-nes overturned tLe flow 3,5 which 
resulted in changing the design of the airplane turning vfnes by this amount, 
5. 	Maximum static thrust augmentation was developed with an aupmentor
 








7. 	The g,z-Z Coanda flap position optimizations demunstrated that model
 
performance w\as 4 times more sensitive to flan movements in the Z direction 
than in the direction. 
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.	 .t.*e jt dug zyste.a srhQootLUY E.'oi, d the atentor thrust frem maxirtr 
tt ruzY to &inIxnersative, thrust 1~e 
1. 	 'he wiurmntor erformcx was not :71citive t. upper tnl t";-er aiozzlns 
operatin - -c.!::-keratJy une-ual tpresanre ratios. 
lC'. 	 With a angr-mntor systsem exposed inclement weather conditions flap
 
exit momentum survdys is not a reliable metnod for accar,ately seterrini,[
 
aJ r~eIht or thruz;t.
 
]i .	 h noise- b'ls Cf tnc jct-aur~n&q 1 tor 57" 'vnfipuratitn_ w,.ro 1l1)p o2­
imatl- 1.I $2213 Ftt.W tze ectliAtc tdc i .r-' thc tist . TL,: no e levels
 




,-.,dic r, C :,vtv,?,-1 t:"'-, dcr-. 'u"'c. nozzle external .};Pte.l: .t. :.,Ui t:;e 
shoUd be env-ctn &r marie t' prrvi.r VtLtrton free o,rtAnn. 
1i, 	 'ihe test esta&tihed tht a sirwIL flan ti vot on. xnld prt: rile
 
tvtis-f'eatcy n,--ir'ornw -5 -")r a larriVrji :Tn o0"4_,,and a goow cu.Eprvrnzc
 
1 t';ctn sinzie w.ad drubj rorzzP Ter'nncu r'luirumeils.
 
tL. 	'1h'_ auruimnmttor ffrfor-nn-e is si nifica2tt-r rctl. icl cy Lcn sall otstructit.,nz 
in: tLe au.cm,ntcr trorat. A Sight Jznitke aoor arn was incorporated in the 
'tirm-nio dtzzuiu to prm.zerve tzn uttructel ainc:entor throat'. 
1, 	 'Ilhe addLtc-n of siv:.71 ated a rp,1 ane flap ra.ckct7"r to the test re).e}. did
 
not m'a.ura , ]j affect thrust aumentation,
 
a6. 	 F i"ly go1d i, the An.-es Phase 
seeLicn b n and tios:-- -cale1 from the 0.C zcai.... '.odrl ising the 4A, 
orre between 	 IV (14eference .) fla, 
talt 

velocity meth,,d ,)f heferenc 3 was obtained.,
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BASIC FQUATT:'NS USED 
o 	 Resultant thrust T - ++ 
o 	 Resultant vertical th ut 
ang] e e arc En L/T 
o 	 Resultant site thrust 
angle p 	
- arc sin S/T 
o 	 Nozzle velocity coefficient C (flaps off) or auentation ra-fio AR 
(flaps on) T flow case 
or 	 V siglual flow case 
-* +l V'
 
,-i I r1)4 I IT
 
U!FN- u!Dper nozzle 
LN - lover nozzle
 
wherc: . -- the nea.ureO nass faor rate
 









at 'uct entrance charging 










- ?santropic flow rats
 
Ae- xJzzle measure e:it area, n".e'2
 
o'uct K-tn re- from the P- aon PDTA (1 + i..o)bch 	 -­
there: 	 P. Duct Slitic nr- sure
 
PTD Duct tots! nr.srur,.
.

- t.2 n.. qhqoi 
o Caluate flap eit augmpntation ra!o iARC T 
rhrc: T. - total calculate: flap exit rake thrust which equals th 
sum of th thnuot at each PT probe (T ). 
'rp .-q 5 
1
AOP 
vhere: 	 P, = ambient prossure 
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